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Part Time & Full Time
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 FULL-TIME INDEPENDENT REPRESENTATIVES

Annualised Average
(Monthly average x12)

30K Triple Diamond  1.7%  52.2%  £16,712.69 £3,821.55  £45,858.60 $61,909.11

 60K Ruby Diamond  0.8%  25.0%  £39,866.60 £7,200.39  £86,404.68 $116,646.32

100K Double Ruby Diamond  0.5%  16.4%  £49,896.51 £17,253.10  £207,037.20 $279,500.22

200K Triple Ruby Diamond  0.1%  3.4%  £40,812.33 £31,887.12  £382,645.44 $516,571.34

300K Royal Diamond  0.1%  1.7%  £57,742.16 £48,185.88  £578,230.56 $780,611.26

600K Double Royal Diamond  0.1%  1.3%  £93,362.22 £91,170.42  £1,094,045.04 $1,476,960.80

Sterling Dollars

Rank Title % All active
Part Time & Full Time

% Active
Part Time
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 PART-TIME INDEPENDENT REPRESENTATIVES

Annualised Average
(Monthly average x12)

20K Double Diamond 1.9%  2.0%  £12,681.48 £2,144.26  £25,731.12 $34,737.01

10K Diamond 7.5%  7.7%  £4,630.62 £897.30  £10,767.60 $14,536.26

6K Executive 8.1%  8.4%  £3,874.64 £437.28  £5,247.36 $7,083.94

3K Director 16.9%  17.5%  £1,048.26 £261.83  £3,141.96 $4,241.65

Director 38.7%  40.1%  £478.00 £141.64  £1,699.68 $2,294.57

Bright Star  23.5%  24.3%  £284.00 £40.23  £482.76 $651,73

Sterling Dollars

TS-LIFE® AVERAGE
ANNUAL EARNINGS

£1531.59 ($2066.85)
Average Earnings for ALL 30,646
Representatives active for as little as 1 day

These figures are based on the 12 month period 01.02.2020 – 28.02.2021 which are the latest figures at the time of publication. Independent 
Distributors that only earned once at each rank are ALL included.
“Full Time” Independent Distributors are defined as ANYONE that achieved the title of 30K Triple Diamond rank or higher at ANY TIME for 
even one monthly period during the reporting period.
“Part Time” Independent Distributors are defined as ANYONE that has achieved the title of Bright Star to 20K double Diamond Rank at ANY 
TIME for even one monthly period during the reporting period.
These figures DO NOT represent an Independent Distributors profit. These figure DO NOT include any expenses incurred by an Independent 
Distributor in the operation of their business.
These figures also DO NOT include any earnings from retail sales generated.
These figures are NOT a guarantee or projection of your earnings or profits.
Any representation or guarantee of earnings would be misleading.
It should be noted that 27.58% of ALL ACTIVE Independent Distributors were paid a check in this reporting period. This DOES NOT INCLUDE 
any earnings from Retail sales generated.

Any potential compensation is based on actual sales results and no commissions or bonuses are ever paid simply for introducing new 
people to TS-Life. All references to income or earnings, actual or potential, implied or stated, are for explanation and illustration purposes 
only. They should not be construed as average or typical. TS-Life does not warrant, guarantee or assure that any level of income, earnings 
or success can or will be attained by any TS-Life Independent Distributor (Stars). All TS-Life Stars are responsible for meeting all
qualifications, deadlines and/or customer requirements of their applicable level. Actual earnings or income will vary based on each Star’s 
level of sales and will be a result of various factors such as expertise, ability, motivation and time spent promoting and selling TS-Life 
products and services.


